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Financial Problems Ahead?
We at the Library are waiting
with a certain amount of
trepidation to discover what
impact the much publicised
Con-Dem attacks on public
services will have on Jubilee
House.
We have been advised by
Salford Council officials that the
local authority is anticipating
having to reduce its’ budget by
30 % over the next three years
and so some or all of our annual
grant must have a degree of
vulnerability. The position will
obviously not become much
clearer until after the outcome of
the Autumn spending review is known.

Wedding Bells
Congratulations to our project
archivist Kate Hart who got
married on Saturday 4th
September to her long-term
partner Luke. As the trust
secretary, Royston Futter, so
dryly put it ‘An arch of crossed
archives were in attendance’
All at the Library wish both of
them every happiness for a long
and healthy future.

Whilst we await information on
that front we have already been
dealt one financial whammy.
The local Salford MP, Hazel
Blears, rented some space in
Jubilee House from the council
and they kindly handed over the
rent and service charge to the
Library to boost the annual
grant they give us. Hazel has
now found alternative
accommodation elsewhere
which leaves us with £8,400 a
year less income, about 10.5% of
our total income.
Our lease agreement gives us
first option to take over her
offices and be the sole tenant of

Jubilee House. The extra space
would certainly be useful, but
we are waiting to see what terms
any lease would be offered on.
We are fortunate in that we have
quite healthy reserves, thanks to
a number of bequests, and so
there is no immediate panic. We
are, however, already dipping
into these each year because our
necessary expenditure exceeds
our income and a further £8,400
at least each year doesn’t add up
to a long-term healthy situation.
You may find us coming round
with a slightly bigger begging
bowl in the not too distant future.

Michael Foot Exhibition
There will be nobody who has ever
shown the slightest interest in politics
who will not be aware of the late
Michael Foot’s contribution to the
peace movement. Michael, who died
in March this year, was, amongst
many other things a founder member
of CND and remained a member all
his life.
How fitting then that the library
contribution to this years Manchester
Peace Festival should be a celebratory
exhibition of his life campaigning for
a more peaceful world.
The exhibition will be in the NALGO
room of the Library from 18
September to 16 October. We hope
you will be able to come along and

From
The

Collect

The 1926 General Strike
The Library has plenty of
information about the General Strike
of 1926. There is an extensive
pamphlet collection, and many
ephemeral items produced during
the nine days of the strike. We also
have numerous newspapers from
May 1926. The Daily Worker, you
would expect, but others, including
the Manchester Guardian.
Whilst a lot of the material is
obvious, if you want to delve into the
pro- and anti- strike internal trade
union positions then a more in depth
examination of various trade union
minutes and publications of the

period can be quite
revealing. We also have
official government
statements and transcripts of
the daily wireless bulletins
from the BBC. All this is in
addition to our collection of
books, photographs and
other objects.
The pamphlet collection
has now been catalogued
and can be searched
using our online
catalogue at
www.wcml.org.uk/catalogue/
adlib-catalogue/

The Typographical Association
The Typographical Association
was formed in 1849 as a reaction
to the failure of the Northern
Typographical Union. Several
large local societies joined the
Association including Leeds,
Hull and Manchester
Typographical Societies. We

hold minutes and papers of
some of the local branches
including Bradford, Leeds, Hull,
London and Manchester.

members of this society as
require it during the hours of
business, at any meeting of the
society-carried. 2nd That the
society purchase two snuff
boxes to be filled with snuff at
the expense of the
society…rejected”.

Some of the oldest trade union
minutes we hold are from
Manchester Typographical
Society. The Society was
established in 1797 and the
minutes we hold begin in 1825.
These minutes were in a bad
condition and all the pages
were loose, but they have
recently been rebound as part
of the Heritage Lottery Fund
project and are now
available for use again.

In 1964 the Typographical
Association amalgamated with
the London Typographical
Society to form the National
Graphical Association. This later
amalgamated with some of the
printing unions to form the
Graphical, Paper and Media Union
and later became part of Unite.

They record local
disputes, the expulsion of
members and other local
branch business
including the
consumption of tobacco at
meetings: “The following
notices of motions…1st That
tobacco be allowed to such

We hold reports, conference
papers, rules, agreements and
other papers for the
Typographical Association
starting in 1877. This includes a
tiny history of the National
Graphical Association 1964-1991
measuring 4.4cm x 6.2cm (1 ¾
inches x 2 ½ inches).

Staffing
Caroline has been looking for
the next step in her career.
Inspired by the work at the
Library and educational contacts
she has made she has decided
on a complete career change and
will start on a teacher training
course this month.

HLF project where she was a
Schools and Community
Learning Officer enthusing
people about an iron age
fortified settlement excavation in
Mellor.

Those who have come into
contact with Caroline will know
what a competent and amiable
person we are losing. We could
not have wished for a better
person in the job and wish her
every success for the future.

Farewell
After a near three year stability
on the staffing front we regret to
report that our Learning Coordinator Caroline Hunt has left
us. Understandingly with only
four months of the Heritage
Lottery Funded post still to run

Whilst the project has only got
four more months to go we have
still managed to appoint a
replacement to complete
Caroline’s good work. MarieTheresa Widger has recently
completed a Stockport based

Welcome

Caroline’s Reflections
When I arrived for my
interview at the Library
in May 2006, I had little
idea of what the
Library was about.
There was stuff
everywhere; oodles of
pictures on the walls,
plates sat on dado rails,
wall cabinets full of
badges, a fascinating
man with bare feet and
a chatty warm tour
guide with a wayward
beard. I was intrigued!
And before I knew it, I
was cycling in and
doing workdays with
bare feet myself.
My core task has been
working with local
schools and Unison, to
develop online learning
resources using items
in our collection. I've
enjoyed visiting and
meeting teachers,

educators and children,
and whipping up
support for the material
that we've got. I've
done film making and
wig wearing, audio
recording and banner
designing, but it hasn't
just been about formal
learning and education,
it’s also about promoting
the importance of
access and discovery
more generally. I
assisted in the reshaping
of the hall and the
displays, helping
people consider how
the Library can use its’
collection to inspire
visitors who come in,
who find themselves as
baffled as I was on my
first visit.
The Library has really
opened my eyes to a
subject matter that was

quite alien to me. But I
knew, as soon as I
started, it was a subject
that would help to
shape who I am, and
what I believe in. I've
been captivated by
powerful
messages of
resilience and
selfless action and
of people doing
their best to
improve their world for
the benefit of others.
I've felt encouraged by
the wonderful
characters who
I've met at the
Library: people
whose lives have
been dictated by
their passion for
change, equality
and action.
I'd like to thank
everyone at the

Library for being so
encouraging, and hope
you will continue a
broad education and
engagement role within
all the Library’s
activities.

Trade Union Support
As this is being written we are
preparing the display for a joint
stall at this year’s Manchester
based Congress along with the
Co-op Archive and the People’s
History Museum to show the
depth of working class history
we have in Manchester and
Salford. As you read this
Congress will have been and
gone, but we hope that those of
you who were delegates will
have taken up our invitation
and have found time to pop in

this time we are pleased to add
the British Association of
Colliery Management and the
Musicians Union. We are
pleased to have you both.

and pay us a visit.
Members of the Manchester &
Salford Branch of Unite and
Environment Agency North
West Branch of UNISON have
paid us a visit since the last
edition of ‘Shelf Life’. In fact the
UNISON branch arranged one
of their meetings in the Library
followed by a tour.
In the last edition we welcomed
the NUM onto the list of
national trade union supporters,

The last quarter has seen
donations totalling just under
£7,000 arrive from various parts
of BECTU, Community, CWU,
GMB (including their very
generous contribution towards
our energy bills), NUJ, PCS,
PFA, TSSA, UNISON, Unite,
and four trades councils.
Once again many thanks to you all.

Mikron Theatre Probably the Friendliest Library
Presents
in the World
We’ve received a donation and
this lovely e mail from a
researcher. It’s so nice we
thought we’d share it with you.
Dear All at the WCML,

Set against the turbulent
backdrop of the 1960’s, 70’s and
80’s it tells the tale of three
working women taking on the
might of a discriminatory
establishment.

Just a little note to say thank you as
I make revisions to my PhD thesis. I
started my part-time thesis at
Manchester six years ago and was a
frequent visitor to the library in the
first few years in particular (I even
appeared in a promotional video!).
My project is on the reading of
Marx and radical book cultures in
Britain, 1880-1945. I just wanted to
say that without the help that I got
from the staff at the WCML in the
early days, I don't think I would
have written the thesis that I have.
Without Alain and Patrick
plumbing the depths of the
collection to find me gems, or the
immense privilege of being shown
around the library by Ruth, I don't
think I would have been able to
grasp the importance of education
and knowledge of the past for
working-class activists.

Tickets on the door price £5.

Anyway, the final chapter of my

Sunday 17 October 2pm
Not at the usual venue in the
Library Annexe, but at
Islington Mill James Street,
Salford M3 5HW. For those not
familiar with Salford it’s down
the A6 from us just before the
Trinity Way traffic lights.
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thesis is about Marxist libraries and
touches on Ruth and Eddie's early
collecting as a kind of postscript. As
I was referencing their wonderful
article on their 'Travels with a
Caravan', I thought it only right
that I should make a donation in
their memory.
The thesis has now taken me to
many libraries all over the country
and even the world - but none quite
so friendly as the WCML. I have not
been for a year or two, but will
definitely be back again soon!
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